CAMPAIGN BRIEFING
BELONGING 2019: YOUR ARMY NEEDS YOU
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This MTA is
different…….
And there are
other factors at
play including:
Record low levels
of unemployment
and high
employment
Increasing
competition in
the Army MTA
space

RAP has reduced
the numbers of
young people
leaving school
with no
qualifications

They have
changed
physically,
emotionally and
in attitudes to
work

They have limited
knowledge of the
Army being
service, stream,
job and regiment
“blind”

They find the
Army offer
unappealing
particularly the
salary and
length of
contract

The majority have very
little exposure to the
Army
The majority have few meaningful
points of reference for the work that
the Army does as it is so far removed
from their world.

7%
Know someone who
works for the
Army/Army Reserves

Q10. Which of the following organisations, if any, do any
of your close friends/immediate family currently work for?
Base: All eligible considerers of joining the British Army –
(1073)

“I have barely heard about the
Army and do not know anyone that
works there so I do not know much
about it.”
Male, 21, Student,BAME

“I don't know anyone who has ever
worked for the Army nor have I
spoken to anyone about working in
the army.”
Male, 22, Unemployed

A lack of visibility of the Armed Forces in day-to-day life drives a
perception that the Armed Forces are out of touch
Participants were asked to imagine that the RAF, Army and Navy came to life and describe how they would behave at a party. Images from old
TV shows and movies were a very common theme and reveal that the Armed Forces are not connected to modern society in people’s minds.

“An older distinguished gentleman.
Would be in the corner shooting the
breeze speaking of a better time.”
Male, 29, Employed, Reserve board

“Green sweater with a lot of
medals on chest. Nice shoes,
round glasses, moustache and a
walking stick. Quite posh, but
doesn't like to admit it.”
Male, 23, Unemployed, Regular
board

Source: Images selected by participants on the Hatchtank community in the Brand Party exercise

“RAF - Brings the host a bottle of
bourbon nobody has ever heard of
but all agree it's the finest they've
tasted.”
Male, 24, Employed, Reserve
board
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When we overlay ineligibility on medical
grounds our eligible audience reduces
further

% excluded

Exclusion Criteria:
Non British / Commonwealth citizenship

12%

Tattoos on face/neck/hands

10%

BMI falling outside 18-28 range

35%

Medical exclusion

37%

Ineligible: Any of the above exclusion criteria

65%

35%
of 17-35 year olds
eligible to join the Army

This additional exclusion takes the eligible audience size from 8.7 million to 5.7 million
Audience Size: Source: GB 2017 Q4
Source: MediaCom MTA Research
Base: All adults 17-35 (4001)

Source: MediaCom Medical Grounds Survey
Q60. Which if any of the following conditions applies to you? Any
Base: all adults 17-35 (1003)
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Half of the eligible
audience are open to an
Army role
Rejectors remain in our audience as
they could be influencers or
gatekeepers

Consideration of the Army – Eligible 17-35 audience

500k
17-35 year olds are eligible
active considerers

1million
17-35 year olds are eligible
strong considerers

Eligible 17-35 population
8.7 million
Source: GB 2017 Q4

Please note: This does not take
into account those that may be
excluded on medical grounds

2.9million
17-35 year olds are eligible
non-rejectors

5%

Active
considerers

12%
Strong considerers

34%
Non-rejectors

49%
Rejectors

Q17. The British Army - How likely would you be to
consider working for each of the following organisations?
Base: All adults 17-35 (4001)

Considerers
51%
4.4million
17-35 year olds
eligible considerers
of an Army role

2016-2019 STRATEGIC SUMMARY
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We found that the biggest benefit soldiers experience
was each other – a sense of belonging

Common
purpose
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Strong bonds

Working
together

THIS IS BELONGING

2017

THIS IS BELONGING

2018

RESULTS 2017-2018

Campaign results so far

‘Belonging’ is emotionally
engaging to a broader
audience

2017: Applications rose by

2018 Applications at a

31%

5-year high

Overall levels of Army interest continue to rise, and this wave is the
highest seen since April 2014
Interest in Army career
% Going to apply/very/quite interested
Total Interested

Core Interested
(Going to apply/Very interested)

Long term average – 26%
34
24

27
22

21

22

23

24

26

11

11

23

21
16

9

10
5

7

9

= significant increase vs. last wave
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9

31

30

9

25

24
13

12

13

26

23
15
9

9

28

27

27

12

14

12

= significant decrease vs. last wave

Q1. You are now going to see a number of careers and for each one I’d like you to state how interested you would be in that career using the scale shown.
Base: All 14-24s n=644

December 2018

12

30

29

15

13

32

14

34
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Proportion of Army Interested parents saying they would encourage
children into the Army has grown by 55% in 2 years
Parental reaction
Proportion (thinking parents) would encourage
%

All 14-24s

55

52
45

48

Army Interested

51

49

48

50

40

23
30

24
27

58
47

35

38

41

35
23
29
19

= significant increase vs. last wave

30

26
20

30

50

43

40
43

35
30

24

55

46
47

41
35

33
22

59

46

35
34
25

54

56

Parents

28

27

28

58

49

45

31

48

48
43

35

37

= significant decrease vs. last wave

Q24. If you did decide to pursue a career in the Army, which of the statements best describes how your parents would react? Base: All 14-24s n=644, Army Interested 14-24s n=222
Q24b. If your child expressed an interest in a career in the Army, which best describes how you would react? Base: All Parents n=516

December 2018

13

62

53
45

40
32

61

41

2019 STRATEGY

This generation is ambitious and looking for a job with
purpose

72%
describe themselves
as ambitious &

53% want to get
to the very top of
their career

Source: : MediaCom Segmentation, January 2018

65%
Willing to
volunteer their
time for a good
cause

74%
want a job where
they feel like their
work matters

2019 STRATEGY

Yet they’re put down by many and offered task-based work

90%

For nearly
of
the world’s workers,
work is more often a
source of frustration
than one of fulfillment

75%
of 18-24 year olds feel
they should be able to
find a better job than
their current one

“epidemic of disengagement”
Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic, UCL

“Many young people
feel trapped in a
cycle of unrewarding
jobs”

The proposition

Belong in a team where everyone can do
something that really matters

2019 STRATEGY

How 2019 fits with what we’ve done before
2017

2018

2019

The Army is a place
to find belonging

Because of belonging,
someone like me can
fit in in the Army

Because of belonging,
someone like me can
do something that
really matters

TV EDITS
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CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

7 ALWAYS ON TACTICAL CAMPAIGNS DRIVING APPLICATIONS
TARGET
LOADING
GROUP
• Job boards
• Pay-per-click
• Social boosts

2
2

SPECIALIST
RECRUITMENT

• Job boards
• Programmatic

APPRENTICE

•
•
•
•

Job boards
Partnerships
Pay-per-click
Programmatic

JUNIOR
ENTRY

•
•
•
•

Job boards
Partnerships
Pay-per-click
Programmatic

INFANTRY

• Pay-per-click
• Programmatic
Influencer &
MTA

OFFICER

• Job boards inc
non-grad
• Pay-per-click
• Programmatic
• Social boosts

OFFICER
RESERVE

• Pay-per-click
• Programmatic
• Social boosts

